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Hello everyone
Posted by simchastorah - 23 Oct 2019 07:30
_____________________________________

Hi I just signed up! I was addicted to pornography as a teen, and still slip up every once in a
while, but the real issue is that it's never ever far from my thoughts, if my wife accidentally
leaves her computer open (mine has webchaver) i either struggle for my life not to fall, or .... fall.
please please give me chizuk i want to be a simple person like i was when i was a child.

========================================================================
====

Re: Hello everyone
Posted by Hashem Help Me - 23 Oct 2019 21:12
_____________________________________

simchastorah wrote on 23 Oct 2019 07:30:

Hi I just signed up! I was addicted to pornography as a teen, and still slip up every once in a
while, but the real issue is that it's never ever far from my thoughts, if my wife accidentally
leaves her computer open (mine has webchaver) i either struggle for my life not to fall, or .... fall.
please please give me chizuk i want to be a simple person like i was when i was a child.

Welcome! Stay connected with the chevra here - start by posting some more (non identifying)
info.....

========================================================================
====

Re: Hello everyone
Posted by ColinColin - 23 Oct 2019 22:03
_____________________________________

I guess the adult world has brought you some bumps and bruises.

If we can all access that purity our childhood, we can be happier and want to learn and
enthusiastic about life.

I guess the trick is to know that the daily struggles are real but a veil, and the nicer inner world
lies beyond them.
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